Anglepoise® February 2019 - Pricelist USD US SPEC

EAN

Product
Code

Ex. Tax

Product

5019644322374

32237

Original 1227™ Mini Ceramic Table Lamp Pure White

$

5019644322442

32244

Original 1227™ Mini Ceramic Wall Light Pure White

$

5019644322398

$

Notes

Bulb
Included?

Description

Yes

With its compact fixed arm form, ergonomic weighted base with
integrated switch and flexible shade, this lamp is tailor-made for
reading. The bone china shade, which turns translucent when the
lamp is switched on, adds a delicate note making it a perfect fit for
a bedside table.

- Gloss paint finish
- Bone china shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Steel profiled arm

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 7.9in (from base to shade)
- Base: 5.1in x 5.1in
- Cable length: 70.9in

170.00

Yes

This compact, directional wall light is easy to mount, easy to use
(the die-cast aluminum sconce has an integrated switch) and with
its glossy white bone china shade that turns translucent when the
light is on, it looks beautiful too.

- Gloss paint finish
- Bone china shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die Cast aluminum wall sconce
- Steel profiled arm

- Shade diameter: 5in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 11in (from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

Yes

Delicate, translucent and compact, the Ceramic version of the
classic Anglepoise® pendant is extremely versatile. A single one,
hung low would make a space-saving alternative to a table lamp,
while a row of them would be both a functional and stylish way of
lighting a worktop, bar or dining table.
An Anglepoise® first, the Ceramic Clustered Pendant is both a
contemporary take on the chandelier and a statement-making
addition to our range. The scaled up ceiling rose has several cable
exits allowing you to install multiple shades at varying heights and
directions from a single wiring point so you can customise your
Clustered Pendant exactly as you wish.

160.00

Original 1227™ Mini Ceramic Pendant Pure White

5019644322411

32241

Original 1227™ Mini Ceramic Cluster Pendant Pure White (3x Pendants + 1x Ceiling
Rose Kit)

$

480.00

Yes

5019644322428

32242

Cluster Pendant Ceiling Rose Kit Pure White

$

50.00

No

5019644315956

31594

31595

Product Dimensions

190.00

32239

5019644315949

Product Materials

- Gloss paint finish
- Bone china shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Painted ceiling rose

- Gloss paint finish
- Bone china shades
- Chrome plated fittings
- Painted ceiling rose

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Cable length: 59in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 3.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in
- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Cable length: 59in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 7.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

- Painted ceiling rose

- Ceiling rose diameter: 7.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Steel profiled arm

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 7.9in (from base to shade)
- Base: 5.1in x 5.1in
- Cable length: 70.9in

Original 1227™ Mini Table Lamp Jet Black

$

170.00

Yes

There’s a lot of Anglepoise® heritage packed into the 20.5in of
metal and cable that make up the Original Mini 1227™ fixed arm
table lamp. The classic shade is instantly recognizable, while our
new pyramid-shaped base, with its highly practical integral switch,
breaks new ground without losing any of the original Anglepoise®
spirit.

Original 1227™ Mini Table Lamp Linen White

$

170.00

Yes

There’s a lot of Anglepoise® heritage packed into the 20.5in of
metal and cable that make up the Original Mini 1227™ fixed arm
table lamp. The classic shade is instantly recognizable, while our
new pyramid-shaped base, with its highly practical integral switch,
breaks new ground without losing any of the original Anglepoise®
spirit.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Steel profiled arm

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 7.9in (from base to shade)
- Base: 5.1in x 5.1in
- Cable length: 70.9in

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Steel profiled arm

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 7.9in (from base to shade)
- Base: 5.1in x 5.1in
- Cable length: 70.9in

5019644315963

31596

Original 1227™ Mini Table Lamp Dove Grey

$

170.00

Yes

There’s a lot of Anglepoise® heritage packed into the 20.5in of
metal and cable that make up the Original Mini 1227™ fixed arm
table lamp. The classic shade is instantly recognizable, while our
new pyramid-shaped base, with its highly practical integral switch,
breaks new ground without losing any of the original Anglepoise®
spirit.

5019644315918

31591

Original 1227™ Mini Desk Lamp Jet Black

$

250.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™
desk lamp, but our new Original Mini 1227™ desk lamp is a
miniature carbon copy of this iconic 1930s design, featuring
Anglepoise® unique constant tension spring mechanism,
traditional stepped base, chrome fittings and signature shade.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9 x 5.9in
- Cable length: 70.86in

5019644315925

31592

Original 1227™ Mini Desk Lamp Linen White

$

250.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™
desk lamp, but our new Original Mini 1227™ desk lamp is a
miniature carbon copy of this iconic 1930s design, featuring
Anglepoise® unique constant tension spring mechanism,
traditional stepped base, chrome fittings and signature shade.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9 x 5.9in
- Cable length: 70.86in

5019644315932

31593

Original 1227™ Mini Desk Lamp Dove Grey

$

250.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™
desk lamp, but our new Original Mini 1227™ desk lamp is a
miniature carbon copy of this iconic 1930s design, featuring
Anglepoise® unique constant tension spring mechanism,
traditional stepped base, chrome fittings and signature shade.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9 x 5.9in
- Cable length: 70.86in

5019644323692

5019644323739

5019644323777

5019644323579

5019644323616

5019644323654

5019644316007

5019644316014

5019644316021

32369

32373

32377

32357

32361

32365

31600

31601

31602

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Clamp Jet Black

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Clamp Linen white

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Clamp Dove Grey

$

$

$

275.00

275.00

275.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp,
the lamp can fix to a wide range of horizontal surfaces, including
desks and shelves. The addition of a neat cable clamp means that
you can secure the inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk clamp

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 6.3in x 1in x 3in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp,
the lamp can fix to a wide range of horizontal surfaces, including
desks and shelves. The addition of a neat cable clamp means that
you can secure the inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk clamp

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 6.3in x 1in x 3in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp,
the lamp can fix to a wide range of horizontal surfaces, including
desks and shelves. The addition of a neat cable clamp means that
you can secure the inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk clamp

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 6.3in x 1in x 3in
- Cable length: 70.86in

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk insert

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
⌀
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Insert Jet Black

$

270.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. The lamp comes with a color-matched desk
insert, inspired by original designs from the Anglepoise® archive.
Our space saving desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel
fittings so that it can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Insert Linen White

$

270.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. The lamp comes with a color-matched desk
insert, inspired by original designs from the Anglepoise® archive.
Our space saving desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel
fittings so that it can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk insert

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
⌀
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. The lamp comes with a color-matched desk
insert, inspired by original designs from the Anglepoise® archive.
Our space saving desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel
fittings so that it can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Aluminum arms
- Cast iron desk insert

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
⌀
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Offering maximum flexibility in a tiny package, the Original 1227™
- Steel shade
Mini Wall Mounted lamp has an articulated arm so that you can
- Chrome plated fittings
move it around to suit and when it’s not in use, you can simply fold
- Cast Iron wall bracket
it back against the wall.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Offering maximum flexibility in a tiny package, the Original 1227™
- Steel shade
Mini Wall Mounted lamp has an articulated arm so that you can
- Chrome plated fittings
move it around to suit and when it’s not in use, you can simply fold
- Cast Iron wall bracket
it back against the wall.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Offering maximum flexibility in a tiny package, the Original 1227™
- Steel shade
Mini Wall Mounted lamp has an articulated arm so that you can
- Chrome plated fittings
move it around to suit and when it’s not in use, you can simply fold
- Cast Iron wall bracket
it back against the wall.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in
- Cable length: 70.86in

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Insert Dove Grey

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Linen White

Original 1227™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Dove Grey

$

$

$

$

270.00

275.00

275.00

275.00

5019644323456

32345

Original 1227™ Mini Floor Lamp Jet Black

$

330.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Combined with a color-matched floor pole,
this floor lamp would suit any space in which people want to read
and where table space is tight.

5019644323494

32349

Original 1227™ Mini Floor Lamp Linen white

$

330.00

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Combined with a color-matched floor pole,
this floor lamp would suit any space in which people want to read
and where table space is tight.

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

Yes

It may be two thirds the size of our much-loved Original 1227™,
but our Original 1227™ Mini desk lamp is a smaller version of this
iconic 1930s design. Combined with a color-matched floor pole,
this floor lamp would suit any space in which people want to read
and where table space is tight.

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.5in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 70.86in

5019644323531

32353

Original 1227™ Mini Floor Lamp Dove Grey

$

330.00

5019644305933

30593

Original 1227™ Desk Lamp Jet Black

$

295.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
- Aluminum shade
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
- Chrome plated fittings
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
Today this timeless, classic design enjoys iconic design status.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644320660

32066

Original 1227™ Desk Lamp Linen White

$

295.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
- Aluminum shade
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
- Chrome plated fittings
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
Today this timeless, classic design enjoys iconic design status.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

295.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
- Aluminum shade
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
- Chrome plated fittings
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
Today this timeless, classic design enjoys iconic design status.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

350.00

Yes

- Bright chrome plated finish
Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
- Aluminum shade
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
- Chrome plated fittings
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
Today this timeless, classic design enjoys iconic design status.
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp, the lamp can fix to a
wide range of horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.
The addition of a neat cable clamp means that you can secure the
inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk clamp
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp, the lamp can fix to a
wide range of horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.
The addition of a neat cable clamp means that you can secure the
inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk clamp
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp, the lamp can fix to a
wide range of horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.
The addition of a neat cable clamp means that you can secure the
inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk clamp
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
Paired with a compact, cast iron desk clamp, the lamp can fix to a
wide range of horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.
The addition of a neat cable clamp means that you can secure the
inline switch exactly where it is needed most.

- Bright chrome plated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk clamp
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
The lamp comes with a color-matched desk insert, inspired by
original designs from the Anglepoise® archive. Our space saving
desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel fittings so that it
can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk insert
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in ⌀x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
The lamp comes with a color-matched desk insert, inspired by
original designs from the Anglepoise® archive. Our space saving
desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel fittings so that it
can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk insert
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in ⌀x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
The lamp comes with a color-matched desk insert, inspired by
original designs from the Anglepoise® archive. Our space saving
desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel fittings so that it
can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk insert
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in ⌀x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

Yes

Launched in 1935 and generally considered the archetypal
Anglepoise®, the Original 1227™ pioneered our unique constant
spring technology to deliver ultimate flexibility and perfect balance.
The lamp comes with a color-matched desk insert, inspired by
original designs from the Anglepoise® archive. Our space saving
desk insert has a cast iron body and plated steel fittings so that it
can be securely hard-mounted to a desk.

- Bright chrome plated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron desk insert
- Aluminum arms

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in ⌀x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

5019644320653

32065

Original 1227™ Desk Lamp Dove Grey

$

5019644306343

30634

Original 1227™ Desk Lamp Bright Chrome

$

5019644323937

5019644323975

5019644324019

5019644324064

5019644323814

5019644323852

5019644323890

5019644324101

32393

32397

32401

32406

32381

32385

32389

32410

Original 1227™ Lamp with Clamp Jet Black

Original 1227™ Lamp with Clamp Linen White

Original 1227™ Lamp with Clamp Dove Grey

Original 1227™ Lamp with Clamp Bright Chrome

Original 1227™ Lamp with Insert Jet Black

Original 1227™ Lamp with Insert Linen White

Original 1227™ Lamp with Insert Dove Grey

Original 1227™ Lamp with Insert Bright Chrome

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

320.00

320.00

320.00

375.00

315.00

315.00

315.00

370.00

5019644320677

32067

Original 1227™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black

$

320.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Our sturdy, multi-purpose Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, with
- Aluminum shade
its flexible shade, articulated bracket and perfect balance, gives
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
you all the benefits of the Original 1227™ desk lamps in a stylish,
- Cast iron wall bracket
wall mounted form. Ideal for domestic or commercial use.
- Chrome plated fittings

5019644320691

32069

Original 1227™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Linen White

$

320.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Our sturdy, multi-purpose Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, with
- Aluminum shade
its flexible shade, articulated bracket and perfect balance, gives
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
you all the benefits of the Original 1227™ desk lamps in a stylish,
- Cast iron wall bracket
wall mounted form. Ideal for domestic or commercial use.
- Chrome plated fittings

320.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Our sturdy, multi-purpose Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, with
- Aluminum shade
its flexible shade, articulated bracket and perfect balance, gives
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
you all the benefits of the Original 1227™ desk lamps in a stylish,
- Cast iron wall bracket
wall mounted form. Ideal for domestic or commercial use.
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

5019644320684

32068

Original 1227™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Dove Grey

$

5019644321117

32111

Original 1227™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Bright Chrome

$

375.00

Yes

- Bright chrome plated finish
Our sturdy, multi-purpose Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, with
- Aluminum shade
its flexible shade, articulated bracket and perfect balance, gives
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
you all the benefits of the Original 1227™ desk lamps in a stylish,
- Cast iron wall bracket
wall mounted form. Ideal for domestic or commercial use.
- Chrome plated fittings

Original 1227™ Wall Light Jet Black

$

170.00

No

Chrome fittings and heritage-inspired colors give a contemporary
twist to the retro aesthetic of this compact wall light. The base has
a built in switch for ease of use and the flexible shade can be
rotated to direct just the right amount of light where needed.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Painted or chrome plated steel arm
- Chrome plated fittings
- Steel wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

No

Chrome fittings and heritage-inspired colors give a contemporary
twist to the retro aesthetic of this compact wall light. The base has
a built in switch for ease of use and the flexible shade can be
rotated to direct just the right amount of light where needed.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Painted or chrome plated steel arm
- Chrome plated fittings
- Steel wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

No

Chrome fittings and heritage-inspired colors give a contemporary
twist to the retro aesthetic of this compact wall light. The base has
a built in switch for ease of use and the flexible shade can be
rotated to direct just the right amount of light where needed.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Painted or chrome plated steel arm
- Chrome plated fittings
- Steel wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

Yes

The Original 1227™ floor lamp blends the classic Anglepoise®
shade silhouette with our constant spring articulation. Consider if
you are looking for a highly adjustable reading lamp and stylish,
contemporary accessory.

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 78.7in

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644325009

5019644320719

5019644320721

5019644320820

5019644320844

5019644320837

5019644320752

5019644320752

32500

32071

32072

32082

32084

32083

32075

32073

Original 1227™ Wall Light Dove Grey

Original 1227™ Wall Light Linen White

Original 1227™ Floor Lamp Jet Black

$

$

$

170.00

170.00

375.00

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

Original 1227™ Floor Lamp Linen white

$

375.00

Yes

The Original 1227™ floor lamp blends the classic Anglepoise®
shade silhouette with our constant spring articulation. Consider if
you are looking for a highly adjustable reading lamp and stylish,
contemporary accessory.

Original 1227™ Floor Lamp Dove Grey

$

375.00

Yes

The Original 1227™ floor lamp blends the classic Anglepoise®
shade silhouette with our constant spring articulation. Consider if
you are looking for a highly adjustable reading lamp and stylish,
contemporary accessory.

- Gloss paint finish
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated aluminum arms
- Cast iron base with steel cover
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 22.4in
- Pole height: 35.4in
- Cable length: 78.7in

No

With the traditional Anglepoise® shape, the Original 1227™
pendant can be used singly, matched with others, or in a series of
hanging shades to create a striking visual feature.

- Gloss paint finish on shade and ceiling rose
- Steel shade and ceiling rose
- Chrome plated fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

No

With the traditional Anglepoise® shape, the Original 1227™
pendant can be used singly, matched with others, or in a series of
hanging shades to create a striking visual feature.

- Gloss paint finish on shade and ceiling rose
- Steel shade and ceiling rose
- Chrome plated fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

Original 1227™ Pendant Linen White

Original 1227™ Pendant Jet Black

$

$

130.00

130.00

Whether used singly or as part of a series, the striking Original
1227™ Maxi, with its smart shade finishes, will make a strong
visual impact in any interior space.

- Gloss paint finish on shade and ceiling rose
- Steel shade and ceiling rose
- Chrome plated fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 11.4in
- Shade height: 11.8in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

5019644320813

32081

Original 1227™ Maxi Pendant Linen White

$

220.00

No

5019644322206

32220

Original Range Desk Clamp Jet Black

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

5019644322213

32221

Original Range Desk Clamp Linen White

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

5019644322220

32222

Original Range Desk Clamp Dove Grey

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

5019644322237

32223

Original Range Desk Clamp Painted Silver

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk clamp dimensions (h x w x d): 6.3in
x 1in x 3in

5019644322244

32224

Original Range Desk Insert Jet Black

$

30.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

5019644322251

32225

Original Range Desk Insert Linen White

$

30.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

5019644322268

32226

Original Range Desk Insert Dove Grey

$

30.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

5019644322275

32227

Original Range Desk Insert Painted Silver

$

30.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.4in x 2.4in

5019644316120

31612

Original Range Wall Bracket Jet Black

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in

5019644316137

31613

Original Range Wall Bracket Linen White

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in

5019644316144

31614

Original Range Wall Bracket Dove Grey

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in

5019644310067

31006

Original Range Wall Bracket Painted Silver

$

40.00

No

- Cast iron body
- Plated steel fittings

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6.7in

5019644316502

31650

Original Range Floor Pole Kit Jet Black

$

125.00

No

- Painted steel pole
- Cast iron base with steel cover

- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in

5019644316519

31651

Original Range Floor Pole Kit Linen White

$

125.00

No

- Painted steel pole
- Cast iron base with steel cover

- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in

5019644316526

31652

Original Range Floor Pole Kit Dove Grey

$

125.00

No

- Painted steel pole
- Cast iron base with steel cover

- Base diameter: 10.2in
- Pole height: 35.4in

5019644315109

31510

Original 1227™ Brass Desk Lamp Elephant Grey

$

380.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Aluminum shade
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. With constant tension
- Painted aluminum arms
springs and flexible shade, the stylish table lamp offers unrivalled
- Cast iron base with steel cover
flexibility, smooth movement and perfect balance.
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644315116

31511

Original 1227™ Brass Desk Lamp Dusty Blue

$

380.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Aluminum shade
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. With constant tension
- Painted aluminum arms
springs and flexible shade, the stylish table lamp offers unrivalled
- Cast iron base with steel cover
flexibility, smooth movement and perfect balance.
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644325177

32517

Original 1227™ Brass Desk Lamp Jet Black

$

380.00

Yes

- Gloss paint finish
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Aluminum shade
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. With constant tension
- Painted aluminum arms
springs and flexible shade, the stylish table lamp offers unrivalled
- Cast iron base with steel cover
flexibility, smooth movement and perfect balance.
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 5.9in x 5.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

- Gloss paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Painted aluminum arms
- Cast iron wall bracket
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings

No

Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. The wall light features
a discrete switch located on the back plate and has a flexible
shade, so the light can be focused just where it’s needed.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Painted steel arm
- Brass shade cap, bridle and fittings
- Steel wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

No

Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. The wall light features
a discrete switch located on the back plate and has a flexible
shade, so the light can be focused just where it’s needed.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Painted steel arm
- Brass shade cap, bridle and fittings
- Steel wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

5019644315154

31515

Original 1227™ Brass Lamp with Wall Bracket Elephant Grey

$

405.00

Yes

5019644315161

31516

Original 1227™ Brass Lamp with Wall Bracket Dusty Blue

$

405.00

Yes

5019644325221

32522

Original 1227™ Brass Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black

$

405.00

Yes

5019644315260

31526

Original 1227™ Brass Wall Light Elephant Grey

$

195.00

No

5019644315277

5019644325276

31527

32527

Original 1227™ Brass Wall Light Dusty Blue

Original 1227™ Brass Wall Light Jet Black

$

$

195.00

195.00

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
shade)
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Gloss paint finish
- Shade height: 5.9in
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design, whilst table, wall and - Aluminum shade
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
pendant options introduce greater versatility. This wall lamp comes - Painted aluminum arms
shade)
- Cast iron wall bracket
with a high quality articulated wall bracket, allowing maximum
- Cable length: 78.7in
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings - Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
flexibility.
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Gloss paint finish
- Shade height: 5.9in
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design, whilst table, wall and - Aluminum shade
- Max reach: 23.6in (from wall mount to
pendant options introduce greater versatility. This wall lamp comes - Painted aluminum arms
shade)
- Cast iron wall bracket
with a high quality articulated wall bracket, allowing maximum
- Cable length: 78.7in
flexibility.
- Brass shade cap, bridle, spacers and fittings - Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.9in x 2in x
6 7in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Gloss paint finish
- Shade height: 5.9in
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
- Steel shade
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design. The wall light features - Painted steel arm
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Brass shade cap, bridle and fittings
a discrete switch located on the back plate and has a flexible
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
- Steel wall plate
shade, so the light can be focused just where it’s needed.
Diameter 5.75in
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit
Heritage inspired colors and authentic brass details create a new
aesthetic for this iconic Anglepoise® design, whilst table, wall and
pendant options introduce greater versatility. This wall lamp comes
with a high quality articulated wall bracket, allowing maximum
flexibility.

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in
- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 11.8in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 2.9in
- Junction Box Mounting Kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

5019644315202

5019644315215

5019644325306

5019644315239

5019644315246

5019644325351

5019644317417

5019644317530

5019644317578

5019644317615

5019644317738

5019644327645

5019644322299

31520

31521

32530

31523

31524

32535

31741

31753

31757

31761

31773

32764

32229

Original 1227™ Brass Pendant Elephant Grey

$

175.00

No

The pendant is available in two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

Original 1227™ Brass Pendant Dusty Blue

$

175.00

No

The pendant is available in two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

Original 1227™ Brass Pendant Jet Black

$

175.00

No

The pendant is available in two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.9in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

No

The pendant is the bigger of the two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 11.4in
- Shade height: 11.8in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

No

The pendant is the bigger of the two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 11.4in
- Shade height: 11.8in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

No

The pendant is the bigger of the two sizes. Use alone, or in
combination with other lamps in the collection to create a striking
visual statement.

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Brass shade cap and fittings
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 11.4in
- Shade height: 11.8in
- Cable length: 47.2in
- Ceiling rose diameter: 2.9in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.75in

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

Original 1227™ Brass Maxi Pendant Elephant Grey

Original 1227™ Brass Maxi Pendant Dusty Blue

Original 1227™ Brass Maxi Pendant Jet Black

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Jet Black - Gloss Finish RAL 9017

$

$

$

$

315.00

315.00

315.00

4,100.00

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Alpine White - Gloss Finish RAL 9016

$

4,100.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Citrus yellow - Gloss Finish RAL 1018

$

4,100.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Crimson Red - Gloss Finish RAL 3001

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Marine Blue - Gloss Finish RAL 5001

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Slate Grey - Gloss Finish RAL 7012

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Jet Black - Satin Finish RAL 9017

$

$

$

$

4,100.00

4,100.00

4,100.00

4,100.00

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit
- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in
- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644327591

5019644317851

5019644317974

5019644318018

5019644318056

5019644318179

5019644327652

5019644320271

32759

31785

31797

31801

31805

31817

32765

32027

Original 1227™ Giant Floor Lamp Custom Color or Finish

$

4,500.00

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

No

The Original 1227™ Giant floor lamp is a beautifully crafted,
functional light and an impressive, illuminated sculpture. Three
times the size of our iconic Original 1227™ design.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black - Gloss Finish RAL 9017

$

4,100.00

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Alpine White - Gloss Finish RAL 9016

$

4,100.00

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Citrus yellow - Gloss Finish RAL 1018

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Crimson Red - Gloss Finish RAL 3001

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Marine Blue - Gloss Finish RAL 5001

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Slate Grey - Gloss Finish RAL 7012

$

$

$

$

4,100.00

4,100.00

4,100.00

4,100.00

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black - Satin Finish RAL 9017

$

4,100.00

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

4,500.00

No

Anglepoise® wall lights are renowned for being functional, stylish
and space saving and our stunning Original 1227™ Giant wall
mounted lamp is no exception. At three times the size of the
Original 1227™ wall mounted lamp, the articulated arm ensures
total flexibility so you don’t need a super-sized room to house it.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, arms, fork,
spacers and shade
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Cast aluminum base with additional cast
iron base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 90.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644327607

32760

Original 1227™ Giant Lamp with Wall Bracket Custom Color or Finish

$

5019644318513

31851

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Jet Black - Gloss Finish RAL 9017

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644318575

31857

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Alpine White - Gloss Finish RAL 9016

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644318599

31859

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Citrus Yellow - Gloss Finish RAL 1018

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644318612

31861

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Crimson Red - Gloss Finish RAL 3001

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644318674

31867

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Marine Blue - Gloss Finish RAL 5001

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644327669

32766

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Slate Grey - Gloss Finish RAL 7012

$

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

675.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

875.00

No

The Original 1227™ Giant pendant demands to be noticed.
Positioned over a dining or meeting room table, a kitchen worktop,
or anywhere you please, its larger-than-life scale and stunning
range of colors will inject playful, individual style into any interior
space.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Aluminum shade, fork block, bridle, arms,
fork and spacers
- Chrome finish shade cap and fasteners
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

5019644322329

32232

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Jet Black - Satin Finish RAL 9017

$

5019644327638

32763

Original 1227™ Giant Pendant Custom Color or Finish

$

5019644318858

5019644318971

5019644319015

5019644319053

5019644319091

5019644319176

5019644327676

5019644320318

31885

31897

31901

31905

31909

31917

32767

32031

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Jet Black - Gloss Finish RAL 9017

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Alpine White - Gloss Finish RAL 9016

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Citrus yellow - Gloss Finish RAL 1018

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Crimson Red - Gloss Finish RAL 3001

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Fresh Orange - Gloss Finish RAL 2011

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Marine Blue - Gloss Finish RAL 5001

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Slate Grey - Gloss Finish RAL 7012

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Jet Black - Satin Finish RAL 9017

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

5019644327614

$

No

Our outdoor lamps come with marine-grade materials and, for the
first time, IP rating to withstand different weather conditions like
rain and wind. Together with knurled bespoke adjuster wheels,
sealed light unit and durable silicone rubber cable, make the
Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant floor lamp the perfect exterior
lighting solution.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Cast aluminum base with coated cast iron
base weights

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3in (from base to shade)
- Base size: 17.7 x 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

4,600.00

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

4,600.00

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

5,000.00

32761

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Floor Lamp Custom Color or Finish

31941

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black - Gloss Finish RAL
9017

31953

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Alpine White - Gloss Finish
RAL 9016

31957

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Citrus yellow - Gloss Finish
RAL 1018

31961

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Crimson Red - Gloss Finish
RAL 3001

5019644319732

31973

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Marine Blue - Gloss Finish
RAL 5001

$

4,600.00

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

5019644327683

32768

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Slate Grey - Gloss Finish RAL
7012

$

4,600.00

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

32063

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black - Satin Finish RAL
9017

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

Our Original 1227™ Outdoor Giant wall mounted lamp has all the
impact and unrivalled functionality of its floor-standing sibling, but
with added flexibility, courtesy of a clever articulated arm. The
lamp has marine-grade materials and, for the first time, IP rating to
withstand different weather conditions like rain and wind.

- Gloss or satin powder coat finishes
- Stainless steel adjuster wheels, shade cap,
fasteners and spacers
- Aluminum fork block, bridle, shade, arms
and fork
- Powder coated steel wall mounting bracket

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106.3 (from wall to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w): 8.9in x 15.4in
- Wall bracket back plate height: 17.7in
- Cable length: 393.7in

No

A super-sized version of our Original 1227™ Brass pendant, this
pendant boasts authentic brass details and a sophisticated color
palette in powder coated gloss finishes; features which guarantee
that this attention-grabbing, ceiling light withstands the test of time.

- Gloss powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Brass fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose with brass
detail
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.3in,
Diameter 5.8in

No

A super-sized version of our Original 1227™ Brass pendant, this
pendant boasts authentic brass details and a sophisticated color
palette in powder coated gloss finishes; features which guarantee
that this attention-grabbing, ceiling light withstands the test of time.

- Gloss powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Brass fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose with brass
detail
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.3in,
Diameter 5.8in

No

A super-sized version of our Original 1227™ Brass pendant, this
pendant boasts authentic brass details and a sophisticated color
palette in powder coated gloss finishes; features which guarantee
that this attention-grabbing, ceiling light withstands the test of time.

- Gloss powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Brass fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose with brass
detail
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.3in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644319411

5019644319534

5019644319572

5019644319619

5019644320639

5019644327621

5019644318735

5019644318759

5019644318797

32762

31873

31875

31879

Original 1227™ Giant Outdoor Lamp with Wall Bracket Custom Color or Finish

Original 1227™ Giant Brass Pendant Jet Black RAL 7021

Original 1227™ Giant Brass Pendant Elephant Grey RAL 7046

Original 1227™ Giant Brass Pendant Midnight Green RAL 6009

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

4,600.00

4,600.00

4,600.00

5,000.00

695.00

695.00

695.00

- Gloss powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade
- Brass fittings
- Bright chrome plated ceiling rose with brass
detail
- Chrome Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 17.3in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Cable length: 157.5in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.3in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644320233

32023

Original 1227™ Giant Brass Pendant Ink Blue RAL 5011

$

695.00

No

A super-sized version of our Original 1227™ Brass pendant, this
pendant boasts authentic brass details and a sophisticated color
palette in powder coated gloss finishes; features which guarantee
that this attention-grabbing, ceiling light withstands the test of time.

5019644322824

32282

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Desk Lamp Gold Luster

$

235.00

Yes

The Type 75™ Mini Metallic desk lamp is a high class task light
that marries faultless function with statement-making form. Not
only does this iteration of an Anglepoise® classic come in three
sophisticated anodised brushed aluminum finishes, the shade also
boasts a seamlessly integrated switch.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

235.00

Yes

The Type 75™ Mini Metallic desk lamp is a high class task light
that marries faultless function with statement-making form. Not
only does this iteration of an Anglepoise® classic come in three
sophisticated anodised brushed aluminum finishes, the shade also
boasts a seamlessly integrated switch.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

235.00

Yes

The Type 75™ Mini Metallic desk lamp is a high class task light
that marries faultless function with statement-making form. Not
only does this iteration of an Anglepoise® classic come in three
sophisticated anodised brushed aluminum finishes, the shade also
boasts a seamlessly integrated switch.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

No

Our Type 75™ Mini Metallic wall light is a premium version of our
perennially popular, highly flexible Type 75™ Mini wall light. Like
its sister light, it is fitted with a shade that can be adjusted to cast
both focused and ambient light, but this version also comes in
three beautiful, anodised brushed aluminum finishes – Gold, Silver
and Copper Luster.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arm
- Machined aluminum wall plate

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23in(from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

No

Our Type 75™ Mini Metallic wall light is a premium version of our
perennially popular, highly flexible Type 75™ Mini wall light. Like
its sister light, it is fitted with a shade that can be adjusted to cast
both focused and ambient light, but this version also comes in
three beautiful, anodised brushed aluminum finishes – Gold, Silver
and Copper Luster.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arm
- Machined aluminum wall plate

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23in(from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

No

Our Type 75™ Mini Metallic wall light is a premium version of our
perennially popular, highly flexible Type 75™ Mini wall light. Like
its sister light, it is fitted with a shade that can be adjusted to cast
both focused and ambient light, but this version also comes in
three beautiful, anodised brushed aluminum finishes – Gold, Silver
and Copper Luster.

- Anodised brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arm
- Machined aluminum wall plate

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23in(from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644322831

32283

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Desk Lamp Copper Luster

$

5019644322817

32281

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Desk Lamp Silver Luster

$

5019644322732

5019644322749

32273

32274

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Wall Light Gold Luster

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Wall Light Copper Luster

$

$

170.00

170.00

5019644322725

32272

Type 75™ Mini Metallic Wall Light Silver Luster

$

170.00

5019644326297

32629

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Slate Grey

$

205.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade & arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade & arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade & arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

5019644326280

32628

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Alpine White

$

NEW - Integrated
205.00
Shade Switch

5019644326273

32627

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Jet Black

$

205.00

5019644324774

32477

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 1

$

240.00

Yes

The Type 75™ Mini is available in the three established Paul
Smith and Anglepoise® Edition colors. Edition One's colors are
evocative of the summer, while Edition Two uses the deep, rich
hues of autumn. Edition Three takes a different approach by using
the visual vocabulary of Dutch painter Mondrian’s De Stijl style of
art.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade & arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

5019644324781

32478

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 2

$

240.00

Yes

- Matt paint finish
The Type 75™ Mini is available in the three established Paul
- Aluminum shade & arms
Smith and Anglepoise® Edition colors. Edition Two uses the deep,
- Chrome plated fittings
rich hues of autumn.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

5019644324798

32479

Type 75™ Mini Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 3

$

240.00

Yes

The Type 75™ Mini is available in the three established Paul
Smith and Anglepoise® Edition colors. Edition Three takes a
different approach by using the visual vocabulary of Dutch painter
Mondrian’s De Stijl style of art.

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 6.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade & arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

5019644327218

5019644327171

5019644327133

5019644327379

5019644327331

5019644327294

5019644327058

5019644327010

32721

32717

32713

32737

32733

32729

32705

32701

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Desk Clamp Slate Grey

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Desk Clamp Alpine White

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Desk Clamp Jet Black

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Slate Grey

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Alpine White

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Insert Slate Grey

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Insert Alpine White

$

NEW - Integrated
230.00
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp. Paired with a
compact Desk Clamp, the lamp can fix to a wide range of
horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in
- Cable length: 70.9in

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in
- Cable length: 70.9in

$

230.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp. Paired with a
compact Desk Clamp, the lamp can fix to a wide range of
horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.

$

NEW - Integrated
230.00
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp. Paired with a
compact Desk Clamp, the lamp can fix to a wide range of
horizontal surfaces, including desks and shelves.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Desk clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in
- Cable length: 70.9in

$

NEW - Integrated
230.00
Shade Switch

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ Mini ensures that these
stylish little lights will blend into any interior space. Mount to the
wall then simply adjust the lamp to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

$

NEW - Integrated
230.00
Shade Switch

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ Mini ensures that these
stylish little lights will blend into any interior space. Mount to the
wall then simply adjust the lamp to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

$

NEW - Integrated
230.00
Shade Switch

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ Mini ensures that these
stylish little lights will blend into any interior space. Mount to the
wall then simply adjust the lamp to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in (from base to shade)
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in
- Cable length: 70.9in

$

NEW - Integrated
225.00
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp, presented in a more
compact form. Our Desk Insert allows you to hard mount to
surfaces like your desk, making it ideal for any office, commercial
or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in
⌀ (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 70.9in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in
⌀ (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 70.9in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

$

225.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp, presented in a more
compact form. Our Desk Insert allows you to hard mount to
surfaces like your desk, making it ideal for any office, commercial
or domestic, where space is at a premium.

Yes

We designed the Type 75™ Mini especially with small spaces in
mind. As a scaled-down, more playful version of the Type 75™, it
offers all the functionality of the larger lamp, presented in a more
compact form. Our Desk Insert allows you to hard mount to
surfaces like your desk, making it ideal for any office, commercial
or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 19.7in
⌀ (from base to shade)
- Cable length: 70.9in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644326976

32697

Type 75™ Mini Lamp with Insert Jet Black

$

NEW - Integrated
225.00
Shade Switch

5019644312818

31281

Type 75™ Mini Wall Light Alpine White

$

145.00

No

The compact form of the Type 75™ Mini ensures that this stylish
little light will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to
the wall or ceiling, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light
just where you need it.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum stem
- Aluminum shade
- Die cast aluminum wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23in(from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644312801

31280

Type 75™ Mini Wall Light Jet Black

$

145.00

No

The compact form of the Type 75™ Mini ensures that this stylish
little light will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to
the wall or ceiling, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light
just where you need it.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum stem
- Aluminum shade
- Die cast aluminum wall plate
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.1in
- Shade height: 5.9in
- Max reach: 23in(from wall to shade)
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644326136

32613

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Jet Black

$

245.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We have spent 80 years refining exactly what a task lamp can and
should be and here it is. Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp
combines all the high quality fittings and features you have come
to expect from an Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing
movement and full adjustability.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644326143

32614

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Alpine White

$

245.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

We have spent 80 years refining exactly what a task lamp can and
should be and here it is. Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp
combines all the high quality fittings and features you have come
to expect from an Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing
movement and full adjustability.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644326150

32615

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Slate grey

$

NEW - Integrated
245.00 Shade Switch & new
core color

5019644325757

32575

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Silver Luster

$

260.00

5019644326495

5019644326532

5019644326570

5019644326617

5019644326655

5019644326693

5019644326730

5019644326778

5019644326334

5019644326372

32649

32653

32657

32661

32665

32669

32673

32677

32633

32637

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Clamp Jet Black

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Clamp Alpine White

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Clamp Slate Grey

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Clamp Silver Luster

Type 75™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Jet Black

Type 75™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Alpine White

Type 75™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Slate Grey

Type 75™ Lamp with Wall Bracket Silver Luster

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Insert Jet Black

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Insert Alpine White

$

270.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

$

270.00

$

NEW - Integrated
270.00 Shade Switch & new
core color

$

$

285.00

270.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

$

270.00

$

NEW - Integrated
270.00 Shade Switch & new
core color

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

$

285.00

$

NEW - Integrated
265.00
Shade Switch

$

NEW - Integrated
265.00
Shade Switch

Yes

We have spent 80 years refining exactly what a task lamp can and
should be and here it is. Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp
combines all the high quality fittings and features you have come
to expect from an Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing
movement and full adjustability.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

Yes

We have spent 80 years refining exactly what a task lamp can and
should be and here it is. Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp
combines all the high quality fittings and features you have come
to expect from an Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing
movement and full adjustability.

- Brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Designed to clamp to any horizontal surface of
between 6-50mm thick, our Desk Clamp extends the functional
possibilities of the Type 75™ desk lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.7in
- Cable length: 106.3in m
- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Designed to clamp to any horizontal surface of
between 6-50mm thick, our Desk Clamp extends the functional
possibilities of the Type 75™ desk lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.7in
- Cable length: 106.3in m
- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Designed to clamp to any horizontal surface of
between 6-50mm thick, our Desk Clamp extends the functional
possibilities of the Type 75™ desk lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a painted body with plated
steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.7in
- Cable length: 106.3in m
- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Designed to clamp to any horizontal surface of
between 6-50mm thick, our Desk Clamp extends the functional
possibilities of the Type 75™ desk lamp.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Desk clamp has a brushed aluminum body
with plated steel fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.7in
- Cable length: 106.3in m
- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ ensures that these stylish
lights will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to the
wall, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from lamp base to
shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ ensures that these stylish
lights will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to the
wall, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from lamp base to
shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ ensures that these stylish
lights will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to the
wall, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from lamp base to
shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

Yes

The timeless design of the Type 75™ ensures that these stylish
lights will blend into and enhance any interior space. Mount to the
wall, then simply adjust the shade to focus the light just where you
need it. The wall bracket has a subtle profile, with a broader back
plate for better stability, and adds options for hardwiring a lamp or
a trailing cable to the wall socket.

- Brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Die cast aluminum wall bracket
- Plated steel back plate on wall bracket

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from lamp base to
shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Combined with our compact desk insert, you can
hard mount the lamp to your desk, making it ideal for any office,
commercial or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in ⌀(from base to shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Combined with our compact desk insert, you can
hard mount the lamp to your desk, making it ideal for any office,
commercial or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in ⌀(from base to shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644326419

5019644326457

32641

32645

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Insert Slate Grey

Type 75™ Lamp with Desk Insert Silver Luster

$

$

NEW - Integrated
265.00 Shade Switch & new
core color

280.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Combined with our compact desk insert, you can
hard mount the lamp to your desk, making it ideal for any office,
commercial or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in ⌀(from base to shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

Yes

Our best-selling Type 75™ desk lamp combines all the high quality
fittings and features you have come to expect from an
Anglepoise®, with elegant, classic looks, flowing movement and
full adjustability. Combined with our compact desk insert, you can
hard mount the lamp to your desk, making it ideal for any office,
commercial or domestic, where space is at a premium.

- Brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Insert has steel and aluminum construction
- Chrome plated fittings

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in ⌀(from base to shade)
- Cable length: 106.3in
- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

Edition One of the Anglepoise® + Paul Smith collection is
evocative of the summer. This is a stunning interpretation of the
Type 75™ desk lamp, which combines the unmistakable form and
function of an Anglepoise® with the unique handprint of Britain’s
foremost designer.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644313808

31380

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 1

$

290.00

Yes

5019644315673

31567

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 2

$

290.00

Yes

Once again Paul Smith collaborated with Anglepoise® to apply a
special color combination on our Type 75™ desk lamp. Here, he
uses the deep, rich hues of autumn to contrast the bright summer
colors seen on Edition One.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644321421

32142

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 3

$

290.00

Yes

With its strident primary color palette and engaging, angular
Anglepoise® form, Edition Three of the stunning Anglepoise® +
Paul Smith collaboration evokes the visual vocabulary of Dutch
painter Mondrian’s De Stijl style of art.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Aluminum arms
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644312702

31270

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Margaret Howell Yellow Ochre

$

245.00

Yes

- Matt paint finish
Following the success of the Yellow Ochre Edition, which was color- Aluminum shade
matched to an original 1970’s Anglepoise® lamp, Margaret added
- Aluminum arms
two additional complementary colors to the collection - Saxon Blue
- Chrome plated fittings
and Seagrass.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644321179

32117

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Margaret Howell Seagrass

$

245.00

Yes

- Matt paint finish
Following the success of the Yellow Ochre Edition, which was color- Aluminum shade
matched to an original 1970’s Anglepoise® lamp, Margaret added
- Aluminum arms
two additional complementary colors to the collection - Saxon Blue
- Chrome plated fittings
and Seagrass.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644321186

32118

Type 75™ Desk Lamp Anglepoise + Margaret Howell Saxon Blue

$

245.00

Yes

- Matt paint finish
Following the success of the Yellow Ochre Edition, which was color- Aluminum shade
matched to an original 1970’s Anglepoise® lamp, Margaret added
- Aluminum arms
two additional complementary colors to the collection - Saxon Blue
- Chrome plated fittings
and Seagrass.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 26in (from base to shade)
- Base diameter: 7.9in
- Cable length: 78.7in

325.00

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

- Matt paint finish
You’ll find our Type 75™ floor lamp makes the perfect reading
- Aluminum shade
light. It combines all the high quality fittings and features you have
- Aluminum arms
come to expect from an Anglepoise® with elegant, classic looks,
- Chrome plated fittings
flowing movement and full adjustability.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in
- Cable length: 78.7in

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

Yes

- Matt paint finish
You’ll find our Type 75™ floor lamp makes the perfect reading
- Aluminum shade
light. It combines all the high quality fittings and features you have
- Aluminum arms
come to expect from an Anglepoise® with elegant, classic looks,
- Chrome plated fittings
flowing movement and full adjustability.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644326815

32681

Type 75™ Floor Lamp Jet Black

$

5019644326853

32685

Type 75™ Floor Lamp Alpine White

$

325.00

5019644326891

32689

Type 75™ Floor Lamp Slate Grey

$

NEW - Integrated
325.00 Shade Switch & new
core color

Yes

- Matt paint finish
You’ll find our Type 75™ floor lamp makes the perfect reading
- Aluminum shade
light. It combines all the high quality fittings and features you have
- Aluminum arms
come to expect from an Anglepoise® with elegant, classic looks,
- Chrome plated fittings
flowing movement and full adjustability.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644310289

31028

Type 75™ Floor Lamp Anglepoise + Margaret Howell Yellow Ochre

$

325.00

Yes

- Matt paint finish
You’ll find our Type 75™ floor lamp makes the perfect reading
- Aluminum shade
light. It combines all the high quality fittings and features you have
- Aluminum arms
come to expect from an Anglepoise® with elegant, classic looks,
- Chrome plated fittings
flowing movement and full adjustability.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in
- Cable length: 78.7in

5019644326938

32693

Type 75™ Floor Lamp Silver Luster

$

340.00

Yes

- Brushed aluminum finish
You’ll find our Type 75™ floor lamp makes the perfect reading
- Aluminum shade
light. It combines all the high quality fittings and features you have
- Aluminum arms
come to expect from an Anglepoise® with elegant, classic looks,
- Chrome plated fittings
flowing movement and full adjustability.
- Cast iron base with aluminum cover

- Shade diameter: 5.5in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in
- Cable length: 78.7in

NEW - Integrated
Shade Switch

5019644312832

5019644326075

31283

32156

Type 75™ Wall Light Jet Black

$

160.00

No

The timeless design of the Type 75™, will blend seamlessly into
any interior space. Mount to the wall or ceiling, then simply adjust
the shade to focus the light just where you need it.

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Die cast aluminum wall plate
- Aluminum stem
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 12.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 3in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

- Matt paint finish
- Aluminum shade
- Die cast aluminum wall plate
- Aluminum stem
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 12.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 3in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

Type 75™ Wall Light Alpine White

$

160.00

No

The timeless design of the Type 75™, will blend seamlessly into
any interior space. Mount to the wall or ceiling, then simply adjust
the shade to focus the light just where you need it.

170.00

No

The timeless design of the Type 75™, will blend seamlessly into
any interior space. Mount to the wall or ceiling, then simply adjust
the shade to focus the light just where you need it.

- Brushed aluminum finish
- Aluminum shade
- Die cast aluminum wall plate
- Aluminum stem
- Color-matched Junction Box Mounting Kit

- Shade diameter: 5.7in
- Shade height: 7.5in
- Max reach: 12.6in (from wall to shade)
- Wall plate diameter: 3in
- Junction box mounting kit: Depth 0.26in,
Diameter 5.8in

5019644312849

32617

Type 75™ Wall Light Silver Luster

$

5019644320035

32003

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Jet Black

$

4,100.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644320073

32007

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Alpine White

$

4,100.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644323326

32332

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Citrus Yellow

$

4,100.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644323289

32328

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Crimson Red

$

4,100.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644323401

32340

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Marine Blue

$

4,100.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644323166

32316

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Slate Grey

$

4,100.00

No

5019644328529

32852

Type 75™ Giant Floor Custom Color or Finish

$

4,500.00

No

Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, our Type 75™ Giant floor lamp
features precision machined components and a rotating shade,
making it a striking, modernist alternative to the Original 1227™
Giant.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644324880

32488

Type 75™ Giant Floor Lamp Anglepoise + Paul Smith Edition 1

$

4,900.00

No

Now resplendent in Paul Smith Edition One colors, this new
iteration of the Type 75™ Giant floor lamp is a striking, modernist
alternative to the Original 1227™ Giant. Featuring precision
machined components and a rotating shade, this is a statement
piece that is as functional as it is beautiful.

- Satin powder coated finish
- Aluminum shade, fork and spacers
- Aluminum and steel base with cast iron
base weights
- Stainless steel fasteners and adjusters

- Shade diameter: 16.5in
- Shade height: 18.5in
- Max reach: 106in (from base to shade)
- Base Diameter: 23.6in
- Cable length: 177.2in

5019644322152

32215

Type Range Desk Clamp Jet Black

$

40.00

No

- Painted or brushed aluminum body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

5019644322183

32218

Type Range Desk Clamp Silver Luster

$

40.00

No

- Painted or brushed aluminum body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

5019644322169

32216

Type Range Desk Clamp Alpine White

$

40.00

No

- Painted or brushed aluminum body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

5019644322176

32217

Type Range Desk Clamp Slate Grey

$

40.00

No

- Painted or brushed aluminum body
- Plated steel fittings

- Desk Clamp (h x w x d): 4.3in x 1.5in x
2.4in

5019644322053

32205

Type Range Desk Insert Jet Black

$

30.00

No

- Steel and aluminum construction

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644322084

32208

Type Range Desk Insert Silver Luster

$

30.00

No

- Steel and aluminum construction

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644322060

32206

Type Range Desk Insert Alpine White

$

30.00

No

- Steel and aluminum construction

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644322077

32207

Type Range Desk Insert Slate Grey

$

30.00

No

- Steel and aluminum construction

- Desk insert (h x ): 1.2in x 2.4in

5019644322107

32210

Type Range Wall Bracket Jet Black

$

40.00

No

- Die cast aluminum body
- Plated steel back plate

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

5019644322138

32213

Type Range Wall Bracket Silver Luster

$

40.00

No

- Die cast aluminum body
- Plated steel back plate

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

5019644322114

32211

Type Range Wall Bracket Alpine white

$

40.00

No

- Die cast aluminum body
- Plated steel back plate

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

5019644322121

32212

Type Range Wall Bracket Slate Grey

$

40.00

No

- Die cast aluminum body
- Plated steel back plate

- Wall bracket (h x w x d): 3.7in x 3.7in x
3.7in

5019644324279

32427

Type Range Floor Pole Jet Black

$

125.00

No

- Cast iron base with aluminum cover
- Steel or aluminum pole

- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in

5019644303670

30367

Type Range Floor Pole Silver Luster

$

125.00

No

- Cast iron base with aluminum cover
- Steel or aluminum pole

- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in

5019644324286

32428

Type Range Floor Pole Alpine White

$

125.00

No

- Cast iron base with aluminum cover
- Steel or aluminum pole

- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in

5019644324293

32429

Type Range Floor Pole Slate Grey

$

125.00

No

- Cast iron base with aluminum cover
- Steel or aluminum pole

- Base diameter: 9.8in
- Pole height: 35.8in

